Science made smarter

AD528
Diagnostics
made easy
Easy to use air,
bone & speech
audiometer with
superior
ergonomics
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Diagnostics
made easy
Air, bone & speech audiometer with

Have it in your language

superior ergonomics

You can change the display language to
Chinese, Czech, English, Finnish, French,

Compact & easy to use

German, Greek, Italian, Japanese,

The AD528 is the perfect audiometer

Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,

for any clinic, hospital or fitting shop

Russian, Spanish or Turkish.

looking for diagnostic power that can
be scaled according to your specific test

You can also choose the keyboard

needs. We proudly call it ‘Diagnostics

text to be in one of these languages:

made easy’:

Brazilian Portuguese, Chinese, English,
French, German, Italian, Japanese,

-- Starts in a few seconds. Makes it
ideal for the busy clinic or travelling

Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish or
Turkish.

clinician with many power ups during
a day
-- Easy to use. Few buttons ensure a
short learning curve
-- Fast masking on/off. Just turn the

Design your own reports and
printouts
The optional software suite includes a
print wizard for customizable reports

right wheel to turn masking on and

and printouts. You can also print

off

directly to a small 3” printer.

Flexible test battery
The AD528 offers a flexible test battery.
Two special tests are included. You
can tailor the AD528 to your needs by
choosing between the additional tests.
Outstanding ergonomics
Ergonomics is a key aspect of the
AD528. The angle of the keyboard
together with the conveniently
positioned tone switch and wheels
secure a relaxed working position. This
will save your wrists from strain and
make it more comfortable to perform
measurements all day.
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Merge and configure input from different sources
in the print wizard

Ideal for travelling
The small footprint and low weight

Test battery

AD528

Air, bone & free-field

x

carrying bag and fast start up time

Speech (CD, MP3 ,

x

make the AD528 the natural companion

Microphone or Wave)

for the clinician on the road.

Stenger

of 1.5 kg combined with the optional

Integrate with numerous systems

Modified Hughson-Westlake

x
x

You can choose sync

ABLB

Optional

license for integration to

SISI

Optional

NOAH, local EMR database

Langenbeck

Optional

Békésy

Optional

Weber

Optional

50 years of evolution

Speech in noise & Binaural

Optional

Interacoustics has been developing

speech

audiometers for 50 years. This is your

Sync license for integration

systems or Interacoustics
OtoAccess™ database.

Noah 4

guarantee for a quality solution where
all the benefits of previous audiometers
have been compiled to match the
clinical need and durability of a busy

Optional

to NOAH, local EMR
systems or Interacoustics
OtoAccess™ database

clinic that requires reliability every

The AD528
is based
on 50 years of
experience in
developing
audiometers

single day.
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Science
made
smarter

Interacoustics A/S
Audiometer Allé 1
5500 Middelfart
Denmark
+45 6371 3555
info@interacoustics.com
interacoustics.com

Interacoustics is more than state-ofthe-art solutions
Our mission is clear. We want to lead
the way in audiology and balance by
translating complexity into clarity:
-- Challenges made into clear solutions
-- Knowledge made practical
-- Invisible medical conditions made
tangible and treatable
Our advanced technology and
sophisticated solutions ease the lives of
healthcare professionals.
We will continue to set the standard
for an entire industry. Not for the sake
of science. But for the sake of enabling
professionals to provide excellent
treatment for their millions of patients
across the globe.
Interacoustics.com
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Go online to
explore our
full product
range

Related
products
AT235

AD629

Viot™

Middle ear analyzer

Diagnostic audiometer

Video otoscope

Product specifications
All technical and hardware specifications concerning all products can be downloaded from our website.
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